Pre schools - Joeys Package

This package is created specifically for preschool children

This show consists of:

- **Didgeridoo Show** - Traditional and contemporary solo didgeridoo performance. One performer in full traditional costume, performing traditional and contemporary didgeridoo sounds and rhythms.

- **Face Painting** - Our Indigenous tutor will have traditional ochre paint from which they will paint the children's faces. (optional)

- **Song and Dance** - Our indigenous tutor will entertain with some traditional dance moves and encourage all children to participate.

- **Aboriginal Art** - Our indigenous tutor will teach the children basic Aboriginal symbols which they will paint on a large canvas guided by the tutor. The painting will then be given to the school to display.

- **Storytelling** - Dreamtime stories from the past will be told with gusto and expression to enthral the children.

This program is a fantastic hands on interactive show. The children have a lot of fun learning about aboriginal culture.

* Price from $800 + GST
* Prices from $1000+GST for bookings 1st May through to 31st August 2018
1 tutor - 30 to 90 min as required. * Prices subject to change

Click here to book online
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